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All of you folks holding it down in PA, God bless you all; it’s such an important battle you are
fighting there! By the way Tom Ryan was here with us; he is of course the founder of VetStock, the
premier veterans’ organization in the Northeast. He’s someone who’s worked for the vets; he's a
Vietnam combat vet, and he's the one who brought the Vietnam Wall to the Freedom Festival. So Tom
Ryan has been absolutely instrumental in doing God's work, helping us out helping with the Festival.
So please pray for him. He’s scheduled to come next on the 25th. He gave us a brief synopsis: he's
going to be talking about how Christians have become politically active and especially how he as a
supervisor in PA was able to become very influential. He's now in Florida but he wants to pass on that
information to all our folks.
You know even in Tennessee and anywhere; anywhere good patriotic communities are, you have to
get involved. The pedophiles, the LGBTQ, the alphabet people they're coming for your children. So,
it's not a joke, folks! It's really not a joke. It's really a spiritual warfare; it is battle. So please hit up Tom
Ryan's lecture if you're in PA. We'll have it filmed as well, so we'll study it down here as well. He
stops here on the way down to Florida all the time so of course we can pick his brain any time. So
please pray for him and all the folks that are there.
Thank you Queen Annastasia. Also we're hoping to send a delegation from Tennessee -we're still in
the process of planning that- to the “stop the killing, the murder of babies” rally that we have in Milford.
So hopefully there will be some Tennessee representatives down there with Queen Annastasia and all
the folks holding it down in PA. So let's give it up for them one more time! (Applause)
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Young kings being trained by the Queen
We’re having a lot of babies here! A lot of babies! Let's give it up for our young people, our young
kings and queens who are having this baby boom here. Praise God! Amazing!
The Queen is training- of course with consultation and advising in the background -she's training up
some of the young kings so that the young kings understand the pathway of raising their children.
When you look at the studies, 70% of women after their first child experience less satisfaction in their
marriage. They get depressed, and not only because of hormonal changes and all those kinds of things.
70%! Did you know that, folks? 70% of women get depressed, they get angry after their first child,
and if that is not resolved they would end up blaming it on the child, be angry at the child, hating the
child, “You stole my freedom,” this kind of stuff.
Oh! Our General Inspector's here today! Kook Jin-hyung is here today, folks! (Applause) He just flew in
from Florida on his jet plane! No, no! Not jet plane yet, it's a prop plane, but he's working on the jet
plane so he can drive me back and forth. That's Justin right there folks. Kook Jin-hyung, please come
on up! We have a place for you.
The Queen is now training up a couple of young men: Shin Man, Victor Moon and Shiggy. That's our
first group; we're training them up because 70% of women experience less satisfaction after their baby
is born.
Now 30% experience higher satisfaction; isn't that interesting? So, psychologists and behavioral
scientists went and researched the 30%. What makes these women different? Maybe it's because
they’re richer and they have more money; that's what a lot of women think. No, you're wrong! They
checked all strata of social economic status: there's low economic status, high economic status, middle
class; all ranges are there, all ranges! Maybe they thought it was race. No! White people, Black people,
Asian people; all races are in there too.
So, what was the issue? When they isolated the issue down to the 30% of women who experienced
higher rate of satisfaction, guess what it was, folks? The HUSBAND was involved in parenting! Can I
get an “Amen,” here? (Amen!) The husband was involved in parenting. Why? Because the man is
supposed to be the king and priest; we're supposed to be leading. We're supposed to be lovingly
raising up our queen; we're supposed to be there in the process of raising the next generation of kings
and priests, and queens and evangelists, etc. Amen!
So she spiritually expects that, but if we're AWOL (Absent Without Leave) and we are not showing up
and we're just focused on work and money, guess what? That work and money focus is not going to
save your children, folks. It’s not going to save your relationship with your kids; it's not going to save
your marriage; it's not going to do it. Men, you cannot focus just on work and money. It’s absolutely
important! You are kings and priests which means you have to focus on those other spiritual values;
very critical! Amen! You understand what I'm saying folks? Young people especially, since we got the
baby boom, you all have to understand this critical, critical point.
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So 30% of the women experience higher satisfaction when their husband is studying and their
husband is aware of those things. That's why the Queen right now is training up three of the young
kings on that matter. It's covering the ages of 0 to 7. It's amazing; it's like the three stages of formation,
growth, perfection, broken up into seven- year periods. There are typical things that happen when the
child is growing up, that happen on average around certain ages. So the men will go study through
that and study how to react, so they don’t get caught off guard.
In a fight if you get hit with a punch you can't see what happens, folks. Anybody who knows training
you know, what happens: you go down. That's where you get knocked out; if you can't see it you're
going to be knocked out. So, we want to prep you before you get hit, before the Devil starts hitting
you and trying to destroy your marriage; trying to create tension and anger and resentment towards
one another and feeling isolated. All those things that the Devil will try to put in you, we have to
know that battlefield before we hit it. Amen! It's not too late, it's not too late! Your babies are still
young, so y'all got a lot of time. Not a lot, not a lot okay, but you have time. So studying it is very
critical.
Let's give it up for the Queen! (Applause) She's training up three of the young kings. Next we'll have a
whole group of some of our senior younger men going through it as well, and then we'll have them
training all the young kings who are getting blessed, so they'll be in that study program. Look young
men, you got to be in a constant state of growth; you got to be constantly studying. It’s like Jiu-Jitsu;
you're not going to know this by osmosis or just by being born. Amen! You got to keep studying. It's
like anything; you've got to keep training, got to keep studying. It's absolutely critical!
So we're very excited about that and so young queens, keep your eyes open. Realize that your
husbands are going to be there training, so they're going to have extra knowledge and they're going to
be sharing that with you. So please pray for them. Pray for the young kings that are getting that
training right now; pray for them.
Remember folks, one of the serious Christian values is to pray for one another; pray for one another.
This is very important because in Cheon Il Guk we don't have a jealousy culture, “Oh, that person did
better than me! Oh, that person went to a nice restaurant!” No, no, no! We CELEBRATE when the kings
and queens are doing well. Amen! When those couples are strong, guess what? The Peace Police is
strong, Peace Militia is strong; the Kingdom of God protection is strong. So we celebrate when the
blessed families are doing WELL and succeeding and having very powerful absolute sex and romance
MARRIAGES and celebrating the STRENGTH of their marriage. And as you have children, then
training them up in the ways of the Lord and making them strong young men and women so that
they can give glory to God Almighty. Amen!
All right let's give Him some praise! (Applause) Come on! Y'all still sleeping; you’re all still sleeping
this Sunday!
We are in an air-conditioned room. Praise the Lord! The young people on Joe's team built this
beautiful thing. You are in an air-conditioned room, not in outside sweltering heat. It’s 90 degrees out
there today. They said, “You want to do it inside or outside?” I said, “You know the answer for me! But I
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don't want to have everybody sweating. We got all these pregnant ladies; the young queens are all pregnant, so
we will keep them comfortable. Get the AC on and let's have a good service today with good study.” I see some
smiles; that means everybody's all grateful for being inside with AC.

The Book of Amos Chapter 5
All right, let's go to Amos chapter 5. That's what we studied last week but we're going to go through it.
We only got four verses done and we went two hours. We had to get going because we had “Bullets
and Barbecue” so we had no chance to get into it deeply. I'm sorry for that, PA, but we only went four
verses in.
We've got to back up a little and look at verse 3 again. Now remember these are the last days of Israel;
these are the LAST DAYS of ISRAEL in the Prophet Amos time period. Assyria is on the rise, and it
will eventually come in about thirty years, destroy the entire country and kill them all.
So we're going to go to verse 3 real quick and then read all the way to the end, because it's very
important to read the whole chapter;

Amos 5: 3- 27
3 For thus saith the Lord GOD; The city that went out by a thousand shall leave an hundred, and that which
went forth by an hundred shall leave ten, to the house of Israel.
What does that even mean? Okay, here I am stopping, but I promise this stop will be short.
In the Roman army you had the word “decimate.” That’s where we get the word ‘decimation’,
‘decimate,’ destroy, kill. Why? Because to get the troops in order, they would line up ten of them and
the tenth one would be killed. That would create order in the Roman army; they did it by fear etc. So
they would kill the tenth man; that's why it's called ‘decimate’. ‘Decem’ means ten in Latin; that's why
it’s named after the tenth man being killed.
This is interesting because God is saying here, “It's going to be the OPPOSITE for you! Since you left me,
only 10% of you will LIVE!” One out of ten will live; not one out of ten will DIE as with the Roman
decimate. No! One out of ten will live, so NINE will die out of ten!
-because of the betrayal,
-because of the worship of Satan,
-because of the worship of Moloch,
-because of the killing of babies that Moloch brings;
-because of the worship of Asherah and the goddess cult which brings what? Temple prostitution and
it brings the trafficking of children and of its innocence.
And God says, “ENOUGH is ENOUGH! Now you're going to get the judgment!” Are you with me, folks?
Isn't that interesting?
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4 For thus saith the LORD unto the house of Israel, Seek ye me, and ye shall live:
5 But seek not Bethel, nor enter into Gilgal, and pass not to Beersheba: for Gilgal shall surely go into captivity,
and Bethel shall come to nought.
6 Seek the LORD, and ye shall live; lest he break out like fire in the house of Joseph, and devour it, and there be
none to quench it in Bethel.
7 Ye who turn judgment to wormwood, and leave off righteousness in the earth,
8 Seek him that maketh the seven stars and Orion, and turneth the shadow of death into the morning, and
maketh the day dark with night: that calleth for the waters of the sea, and poureth them out upon the face of the
earth: The LORD is his name: Hallelujah!
9 That strengtheneth the spoiled against the strong, so that the spoiled shall come against the fortress.
10 They hate him that rebuketh in the gate, and they abhor him that speaketh uprightly.
Whoo! Oh Lord! We could talk about that all day long. “They HATE him which speaketh
uprightly!”Anybody heard about censorship nowadays? Huh? If you speak uprightly you offend the
easily- offended; they’re offended about everything. You call them what they claim to be the wrong
pronouns and they get offended.
11 Forasmuch therefore as your treading is upon the poor, and ye take from him burdens of wheat: ye have built
houses of hewn stone, but ye shall not dwell in them; ye have planted pleasant vineyards, but ye shall not drink
wine of them.
You see how, they're trampling the poor. What is the political system that tramples the poor? Hello!
Socialism, communism, political Satanism. We all know Father taught us real well about political
Satanism. That tramples the poor! They say in capitalism: “You have to work or you will be poor.” But in
communism you have to work AND be poor! You understand what I'm saying? So which one do you
want? You want to work or be poor? Which means: with your own effort, your energy and your
inspiration you go out there and actualize your God- given talents. Bam! You go do your thing, you
hustle for the good cause and you go unlock those epigenetics; you fight the fight and you'll be paid,
and that's good. But in communism you work AND you’re poor! Lord, have mercy! If you put it that
way it's quite simple, isn’t it?

12 For I know your manifold transgressions and your mighty sins: they afflict the just, they take a bribe, and
they turn aside the poor in the gate from their right.
Oh Lord! Woohoo! In the “2000 mules” that we showed at church a couple of weeks ago, what were
they doing? Taking bribes, doing all this cheating, all the lying, the conniving, the machination of this
Deep State! We can't stop them; they just keep doing it in your face and they deny, deny, deny, with
plausible deniability, even though they were caught on FILM pulling out black boxes and stamping
THOUSANDS of ballots. We SAW them on film, but, “No, no, no! You're the psychopath; you're the
terrorist; you're the one who's deluded,” even though you saw the video with your own eyes, and this
was not mass hysteria hypnosis. Amen!
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We saw the evidence. Project Veritas is producing evidence EVERY WEEK about CBS, NBC and all this
crazy propaganda. Did you see the newest one for Project Veritas? They got NBC, and the NBC fact
checkers fact check NBC's journalists! You know usually fact checkers are supposed to be third-party
people; they're not supposed to be of the same media organization. That's not really called fact
checking that's called propaganda.

13 Therefore the prudent shall keep silence in that time; for it is an evil time.
14 Seek good, and not evil, that ye may live: and so the LORD, the God of hosts, shall be with you, as ye have
spoken.
15 Hate the evil, and love the good, and establish judgment in the gate: it may be that the LORD God of hosts will
be gracious unto the remnant of Joseph.
He said, “HATE EVIL!” Oh Lord! But I thought Christians were not supposed to hate. I thought, “Love
is love!” That's the big slogan of LGBT “Love is love!” Well what about when a sexual molester does
that? What about when the PEDO is going after your children or my grandchildren? Huh? They can't
STOP it; they can’t stop it! They can't; they have no objective starting point to CONDEMN that
because “love is love.” What about MAPS (Minor Attracted Persons)? Remember that? We talked about
that seven years ago, folks; seven years ago we talked about that. Remember that, folks?
It’s a slippery slope. In the beginning they said that homosexuality is in the genes; that they're born
like that, it's not their fault and we have to have compassion for them. They said the same for the
transgenders, and they’re saying the same now for the pedos - what they call the MAPS. Lord, have
mercy! Folks, we're worse, WORSE than Sodom and Gomorrah because they didn't have this type of
technology or social media. You know what they're doing with the grooming of the kids?
Tech team in PA; bring that!
Shocking Videos of Drag Event Show Kids Inside Texas Gay Bar
https://republicandaily.com/2022/06/shocking-videos-of-drag-event-show-kids-inside-texas-gay-bar/
Drag queen runway in gay bar with CHILDREN! CHILDREN! Four, five, six-year-old KIDS! In Texas
of all places, folks; TEXAS! See, they're targeting these places, because they want to dismantle, they
want to uproot. This is open in your face GROOMING! This is completely illegal of course. Why?
Because you can't go to a bar if you're younger than what? 21! You can't go to bar if you're under 21
because they're serving alcohol. So why are three, four, five-year old CHILDREN in THERE, and even
BABY TODDLERS who can't even walk? These called ‘parents’! They’re all single moms by the way
the people who are there.
Alex Stein 99 https://www.youtube.com/c/AlexStein99 , a very strong young funny hilarious
comedian but also Christian activist; he went out there and he filmed the whole thing.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJ32niAD-ZI&ab_channel=AlexStein
They got KIDS like toddlers one-year-old KIDS and the baby carriers in the gay bar where grown men
dress up as CLOWNS; CLOWNS! With g-strings on and SEXUAL clothing! These are all MEN!
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GROWN MEN! And there are kids! And the COPS were protecting the illegal activity; they had
MINORS less than 21 years old in the gay bars and the POLICE were PROTECTING them!
People have been doing investigative research at all these Drag Queen Story Hours across the country,
and they have found that multiple of those participants have been convicted child molesters and
pedophiles. They get out of prison and now they want to get near kids, so all they have to do is dress
up as a woman, a clown woman. They dress up in costumes, wear makeup with ten- feet long
eyelashes, put on women's CLOTHING and high heels, and then all of a sudden all that criminal
behavior, all that molesting of kids and raping children, ALL of THAT just magically goes away! It
magically goes away! They have perfect ethics; they're as holy as God as soon as they put on the high
heels and the slit dresses and the g-strings - as MEN! And “people can't criticize us”.
WHERE is the CHURCH ATTACKING this? It has to be attacked. Why? You saw it right there in
Amos 5:15. “HATE the evil and LOVE the good!” There's a STANDARD between good and evil. This is
not moral relativism; it's not cultural relativism. There is a STANDARD of good and evil, and His
name is Yahweh, God in the flesh through Jesus Christ. Amen! HE is the STANDARD by which good
and evil is determined.
CHILDREN are stumping money in the panties of grown men! Folks, grown MEN! There are good
reporters like Andy Ngo https://twitter.com/MrAndyNgo People like him are starting to do
investing journalism on each one of these people, and they're trying to find out… For example one of
them is posing in FULL costume clown, DRAG QUEEN makeup, looks completely like a woman in a
costume party or something like that, and is standing there and says, “You want some pizza?” which of
course in the FBI- owned documents is the terminology for CHILDREN!
These guys are MALES! They have the male sex drive and it's unabated; in a gay community
especially the males on average have 300 sexual partners. Folks, 300! That doesn't just stop because
somebody's 17 to 18. No, it just wants to keep going and going, and destroying and destroying.
That's why LUCIFER weaponized sex: to DESTROY humanity, to BLACKMAIL humanity, to STEAL
the inheritance. That's exactly what they do; that's what the Devil does. Amen! In the Divine Principle,
we all learned about the fall of man: bad sex, evil sex! Satan weaponized it for POWER!
That's why it’s very important folks, especially for you young couples to remember: you, young
couples are still young and you're still beautiful. So, young queens you got to make sure you are not
weaponizing your sexual power. Don't weaponize your sexual power to control and dominate your
husband! If you do that, twenty years later when your sexual power starts waning, all he's going to
have is lots of resentment and anger. Just like a MAN, he is physically stronger than you but he
doesn't use the male physical power to dominate you. Amen! So young queens you got to keep this in
mind. The reason why you have powerful sexuality at a young age is to invest in your marital
relationship; to strengthen that bond, that relationship, that friendship, that unity. Amen!
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That's why you want to use that for investment not for domination. MALES, we have physical
strength, but we don't want to use that for POWER; we want to use that for what? For investment.
Amen! Very important; very, very important! When you get blessed now you're a king and queen and
you enjoy that holy place God has given you for sexuality and romance, but that's for investing into
your precious relationship that God can be joyful in. Amen! There are so many couples especially if
the girl is prettier -we're going to be real now – if the girl is prettier then that happens. It’s bad! 20, 30
years later she's still trying to boss around her husband and dominate him and make him a little slave.
He's angry and he gives her the boot, because she didn't invest; she used that power to dominate.
Don't do that, folks; don't be foolish. Are you with me folks?
You want to use all that power and energy when you're young and you're wiser than the young
people your age. Why? Because you're not investing in debt, you're not investing in the Bilderberg
group; you're not investing in a freaking Drag Queen Story Hour. Look at that CHILD! He's being
UTTERLY DESTROYED! That little baby is being DESTROYED! Folks, do you understand how
traumatic that's going to be for that little boy the rest of his life? THESE are GROWN MEN, folks!
And look at all these “single moms!” Many of them are aiming to be government teachers or ARE
government teachers. THEY’RE THE ONES who bring that in. They're here to LIBERATE the kids
from conservative Christianity which is the Dark Ages medieval patriarchy; that’s what they say.
They're bringing literal GROOMING in front of your EYES, folks; they're literally grooming BABIES.
And that's supposed to be okay? The police are supposed to DEFEND that? That's better than
Christianity? Are you KIDDING me? That’s crazy! You’re out of your mind! These people are crazy!
Look, we don't have to bring out the shooting squads for pedos! That would be great if governors said,
“Okay, we're going to bring back the dang shooting squad if you guys do this; if we convict you for raping
children you're going to die.” If governors did that, that would be amazing; that would change the ethos.
That would Make America Godly Again (MAGA) real fast. But no governor is going to do that
because it's far down the road, but you can start making micro-adjustments.
For example right now sexual molesters and pedos, if they go to prison they're not put in general, i.e.
the general population of prisoners; they're separated for their safety. Why you got to have that?
EVEN in the criminal class they have a sense of JUSTICE; even if they're murderers and whatever
TERRIBLE things they did. But they won't handle a pedo; or let's put it this way they WILL handle a
pedo. Jeffrey Dahmer eating people he got killed. He was trying to do a little bench press, showing off
to the big prison boys how strong he was with his little pretty arms doing a little bench press, and two
guys came down just like that (Pushed him down) They never came off his neck and Jeffrey Dahmer
died. Even the PRISONERS have standards! Are you with me folks? Even a MURDERER and a
RAPIST has a dang standard! Even HE realizes, “Dang, you can't be luring them, luring them and eating
them!” You're crazy! Okay you I'm going to hold your neck down for you; it will get real heavy real
quick.
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So the governors what can they do? They can start saying, “Okay, you pedos, you're messing with kids;
you're in prison but you're not going to be separate, you're going to be in general.” So now it's a little scarier.
It's a little scarier because now they got to deal with justice; they got to deal with the street. So you do
crimes, you play around like that; you're going to deal with people from the streets who are now all
gathered together in an incarceration facility. It's the streets; it’s the main streets right in there.
You got to have a PUNISHMENT! You can't let Epstein Island and all of them raping children; Epstein
himself being five times IMPRISONED for molesting and trafficking children! FIVE TIMES! And yet
all these people play with him including Bill Gates, and his own wife has come out saying that she left
him because of his close friendship with Epstein. She said that on CBS, folks; I showed you the video
she said she was GRAVELY disturbed at his CLOSE relationship with Epstein. But NOBODY says
anything in DC! Weakness folks; wickedness! EVIL!
But you got to have the punishments HIGH! It's kind of common sense. If you're hurting kids, you're
raping kids; your punishment is going to be HIGH. It's not going to be a nice little party, we're not
going to care about your feelings; it's going to be a HIGH-level punishment. If you're going to be that
kind of evil, there are going to be consequences; it's common sense. Lord, have mercy!

16 Therefore the LORD, the God of hosts, the LORD, saith thus; Wailing shall be in all streets; and they shall say
in all the highways, Alas! Alas! And they shall call the husbandman to mourning, and such as are skilful of
lamentation to wailing.
17 And in all vineyards shall be wailing: for I will pass through thee, saith the LORD.
18 Woe unto you that desire the day of the LORD! to what end is it for you? the day of the LORD is darkness, and
not light. That means it comes with judgment.
19 As if a man did flee from a lion, and a bear met him; or went into the house, and leaned his hand on the wall,
and a serpent bit him.
20 Shall not the day of the LORD be darkness, and not light? even very dark, and no brightness in it?
21 I HATE, I DESPISE your feast days, and I will not smell in your solemn assemblies.

What happened here is that Jeroboam who was a king of the northern part of Israel when Israel was
divided, sold himself out to Moloch and the different gods of Satan: Moloch, the baby-killing god, and
Asherah the female sex-prostitution goddess. He sold out to all these deities. He allowed for their
practice which means their jurisprudence; he allowed for their “standards” to be multiplied and to be
made popular in Northern Israel, and he made his own feast days! God had allocated the holy feast
days for the waiting of the Advent of Christ but then Jeroboam said, “No, I'm going to be God; I'll make
my own feast days.” This is what it is talking about here. God is saying, “I HATE, I DESPISE your feast
days.” They're fake; they’re not ordained of God. This king Jeroboam he just made them up. Amen!
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22 Though ye offer me burnt offerings and your meat offerings, I will not accept them: neither will I regard the
peace offerings of your fat beasts.
23 Take thou away from me the noise of thy songs; for I will not hear the melody of thy viols.
24 But let judgment run down as waters, and righteousness as a mighty stream.
In the Bible when we talk about righteousness, you know Matthew 6 33: “Seek ye first His Kingdom and
His righteousness,” when the Bible talks about righteousness it's also connected with what? Justice! So
the study of God's righteousness every week on Sunday or once a week on the Sabbath was what? The
whole population was studying what? About God's righteousness but also justice, concepts of justice,
concepts of good and evil. Are you with me, folks? That's important for a community and a nation.

25 Have ye offered unto me sacrifices and offerings in the wilderness forty years, O house of Israel?
26 But ye have borne the tabernacle of your Moloch and Chiun your images, the star of your god, which ye made
to yourselves.
Oh Lord! See, there it is; there it is, folks! Every time a civilization takes on the goddess worship, the
goddess has to differentiate herself in the marketplace of gods, and the way she does that is by what?
SEX! Sexual POWER! That's why all the goddesses are always young buxom big breasts, in ancient
times many, many breasts; Asherah is depicted as Isis with many, many breasts, sometimes twenty
breasts. Seriously! Big hips; usually naked! Why? Because the youthful nakedness is sexual power.
So what they're doing is they're now normalizing that type of stripping your clothes off, flaunting
your sexuality, USING it for power; not to invest in real things like real relationships, real covenants
like marriage, real protection for your children. The stronger your marriage, the more strength your
children have in their marriage. Amen!
That's why it’s so critical, so critical: you, young kings and queens, young couples you got to do your
training. Make sure you get your training. Do your training creating that practice of gratitude, praying
over your queen, taking her out. Have a great time; romance is critically important, critically! Don't
just let it go into this ear, and out that one. You're going to PAY for it if you don't do it! Trust me; in
twenty years you're going to pay, you're going to pay. If you don't make the investments now, you're
going to pay and it's going to hurt. So you want to be smart and be WISE; do those incremental
weekly investments deposits into your covenantal marriage, the relationship God has ordained. Amen!
Get your training on! Don't be lazy about it, young people! You got your 5%; you can't be lazy about it.
Okay? You can take it step by step but you got to do it. When you're there you got to share that
gratitude, build that atmosphere of gratitude. It is normal to be grateful for another and to share that,
to bless one another with those verbal words and be grateful. Three things of gratitude for your wife,
three things of gratitude for your husband! EASY-peasy, easy-peasy, but if you've never done it it's
going to be hard; couples who’ve never done it for twenty or thirty years, if they do it for first time it's
hard. Okay.
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But INVEST in that training because that training is going to pay off. That training is going to be the
foundation for your days with your children, and investing in your children, specifically one-on-one
and not in competition with the other siblings. Amen! Kids need that; they need the water
individually from their daddy and mommy. That's where many things get sorted out; that's where
many things get bonded. All the psychological studies show that children remember the one-on-one
time with their parents MORE than group time. You can't get around that. One-on-one time is more
memorable; no matter how you feel about it, that's the real data.
So, one more time: making that positive and God-centered is CRITICAL because usually what parents
do is they usually whoop their child or usually get angry at the child or usually have an emotional
outburst like from a child TO the child, and that’s a one-on-one time and that’s bad. Trust me! You
keep giving that to the kids, he’s going to be angry.
“DO NOT provoke your child to anger!” That's what the Bible says in Ephesians 6:4, right. But of course
look, I'm not against discipline. There are some times where the kids if they overstep their boundary
and they start to get violent, they're going to get hammered; Daddy's going to come in and you're
going to get hurt. If you ever lay a hand on Mom you're going to be hurt big. So there is a time for a
whopping and for discipline. But you don't use it for stupid small things that you can fix otherwise;
you got to use it with the proper laws and the justice of the use of force. Amen!

American children in Satan’s captivity
Let's go to verse 27; that's the last verse.
27 Therefore will I cause you to go into captivity beyond Damascus, saith the LORD, whose name is The God of
hosts.
So, He causes them to go into captivity. They get conquered by the Assyrians and wiped out; all these
people get genocided. There is a consequence, folks; when God's hedge of protection is lifted there is a
consequence.
You look at America now folks? We are in the Last Days and America is tiptoeing on utter desolation
and destruction. Not only the food prices and not on the gas prices; they're going to keep going up by
the way. We told you. I mean right now in Pennsylvania it’s almost $6. In Tennessee already it’s like
$4.59, and California had their $10-gallon! Huh- huh! But you look at all the apocalyptic movies
they're like around $7 or $8 and people are rioting! LOOK at how WELL-BEHAVED everybody is!
Why? Because the government brainwashed them in government schools; everybody listens to the
badges or the fake little hats or whatever they're wearing.
Even in the apocalyptic Hollywood fake movies, they were predicting about $7 or $8 a gallon gas
prices and people would be angry and they'd be flipping tables and they’d be flipping out. But look at
everybody: methed out, drugged out; broken families everywhere. No strong parents, so the kids are
of course taken by the state too, trafficked and then these crazy single moms get a hold of them and
then bring them to Drag Queen Story Hours. Are you KIDDING me? Are you kidding me?
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Talk about CHILD abuse! Talk about child abuse, folks! TOTAL child abuse! This is OPEN
GROOMING! You’re taking a little CHILD to a freaking GAY STRIP CLUB where legally 21-year olds
and under cannot go in! CHILDREN are being taken there!
Put that up again, tech team, because sometimes people forget; you just saw it but sometimes people
forget. This is not the ranting of the bullet crown man.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJ32niAD-ZI&ab_channel=AlexStein
No, no! They're doing this in Texas, folks. If they're doing this in Texas, think how bad New York is;
think how bad California is. They have statistics now saying that in some districts in California one
out of 20 kids say that they're trans. Some schools are now up to 20% or one out of five saying “I'm
trans.” But when you compare that with Cleveland Ohio, that's one out of one thousand! Whoa! How
did that happen? Could it be something to do with the culture? Could it be something to do with the
level of 360 degree brainwashing that Californians give with all the radical leftists all gathered there?
Look at that little CHILD: he doesn't want to be there but he's being BROUGHT in there and he's been
PARADED around and they're trying to use MASS HYPNOSIS on HIM! These are GROWN MEN,
folks! Grown MALES! GROWN MALES! RUNNING around in COSTUME FEMALE clothing! Are
you kidding me? Now, if you're an adult doing THIS, we're praying for you to GET OUT of that SIN,
but you're bringing KIDS in this, little toddlers in that room! This is ridiculous; it's absurd. And look at
this! In the background, it says, “It's not going to lick itself,” which is an OPEN declaration of oral sex to
young children! OPENLY ! It’s on the back neon signs; look at that, folks. And just in case you missed
it, it's neon pink. And KIDS are seeing this CRAP!
They should be playing outside; they should be in the streams catching fish. You know what I'm
saying? They should be riding ATVs and dirt bikes. They should not be TORTURED like THIS!
CRAZY! But this is the state of affairs of America now!
This is what they're doing OPENLY folks, openly; so imagine what they're doing behind closed doors.
If they're grooming children like this openly, making them believe that they're gay or transgender at
freaking six years old, imagine what these psychopaths are doing behind the scenes! Imagine the
skeletons in the closet; imagine their PERVERTED SECRETS! If they do this stuff in the OPEN like this,
receiving dollar bills in their thongs as MALES dressed as clowns in female costumes; if they’re doing
that in the OPEN, what are they doing in the darkness, in the silence of darkness? That's why all those
fools got to be investigated every single last one of those “parents” ; those single crazy women who
have adopted children, and ABUSING them into their own CRAZY radical ideology to destroy their
lives.
It goes against everything natural that God has created. It's an assault on God, folks; this is an assault
on God. How can you have in one city twenty percent transgenderism? Young kids, teens saying that
they identify as the other sex, but they say that's confusion in your gender identity. YOU are the ONE
who's confused! You understand? Don't make up convoluted philosophy to make CONFUSION to
claim that your opponents are CONFUSED! THEY are the ones that are doing that! You don't get to
MAKE UP 72 genders! That’s against biology.
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Give me a break! This is a MAN! Look at these little children; they're not more than six, seven years
old. Am I right? Folks, look at that; look at those little kids! How old are they? Seven years old? Huh?
Look at them! Look at those little kids! Look at those kids. Those “parents” are making those children
hold out dollar bills like they're in a strip show, like they're in a strip club to MEN dressed up as
SEXUAL WOMEN!!!! Hello! Are you outraged about this a little bit? Are you with me folks?
THIS IS who wants to educate your children and grandchildren!
THIS IS who wants to make the NEW AGE for the next generation!
Are you kidding me? Are you kidding me? Do you know they use the chemical Lupron which was in
many, many, court cases? Lupron is the chemical castration that they use to chemically castrate sexual
offenders. Well guess what chemical these LUNATICS and the white-jacket establishment of Big
Pharma is giving to kids as “puberty blockers?” WHAT is the NAME of the puberty blocker?
Whoopsie daisy! It's LUPRON! Hello! Are you me folks? Hello! THAT’s what they give to sex
offenders to CASTRATE them chemically! Hello! Do you understand? They're giving that as puberty
blockers to KIDS!! Are you KIDDING me?
Then of course they want to do this without parental CONSENT! Because you don't have dominion of
your child; the STATE does! That’s what they believe. Oh! Gosh! This country is in a WORLD of hurt;
a world of hurt, folks! They've infiltrated to every single area and every single level; every single area
every single level, folks.
So, the time of the Last Days in America is here. It got SO BAD, and even the normal conservative
now is starting to wake up that, “Oh my Gosh! It is getting real bad! Holy crap! It's actually getting real
bad!” But everybody was too busy living their lives and doing their things. Which is fine; that's what
America is about. But for the demons, the political Satanists, the ones who actually want your children
and grandchildren in their Satanic rituals; the ones who want to separate male and female and destroy
even the categories that God has created and the biological reality of x y and x x chromosomes, ALL
THAT doesn't matter! They're not in it for the science, folks.

In the name of science
You all heard them talking about, “follow the science!” Let me ask a question:”In the last three years after
seeing all this traumatic experience worldwide under all the governments, did they follow the science?” This is
the party that always talks about, “Follow the science! We got to follow the science!” Well, the science
shows a 99.7% survival rate for adults and 99.9% for children. So why are you then going MASKING
the KIDS when they have a 99.9% rate of SURVIVAL? Does that make any scientific sense? Hello? Of
course not! WHY are all the nations still doing the masks and the fake PCR tests and all that kind of
stuff?
Even though, thank God, Praise the Lord, Father! Now Japan has released the mask mandate and also
they have released the PCR testing, (Applause) so now we can go STRAIGHT in. Praise God! Praise the
Lord! It's totally unscientific; it's fake, fake. But they traumatized and they abused the citizens of this
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world; and in many countries, even predominantly white countries that never saw communism before,
like Australia or London, UK, they got shocked this time. They got shocked! They had the state police
armed men with guns against the disarmed population throwing them on the ground, smashing their
head of the concrete, busting up pregnant women’s faces, arresting them online for Facebook posts.
They did it all folks, they did it all in the name of science, but it wasn't science at all.
HITLER did everything in the name of science as well folks, but it wasn't science at all. His project of
ethnic cleansing and genociding the Jews that was not scientifically based at all, but he “practiced the
science.” They would actually go and measure the Jews’ noses, the perimeter, and the length and
decide, “This is different from the other Aryan races, so they’re of a lesser species; they are more of an animal
species.” Are you kidding me? Talking about following science?
They DIDN’T follow science! They did mass hysteria, mass paranoia; EVERY day beating you up on
the news. Every single day, “10, 000 more cases.” Well, it doesn't matter if everybody gets something
that is not going to KILL them! It doesn't matter if everybody gets an innocuous disease with 99.9%
chance of survival! And they only reported the cases, never the deaths.
Oh it's interesting how that turns around to be the opposite in Fort Bragg. In Fort Bragg 81 young
patriotic servicemen and women died and Fort Bragg has now stopped reporting about it. At the end
of 2021 when the forced jab was instituted in the military, all of a sudden out all these young kids who
went in to serve in the army and didn't know they were going to be lab rats and human
experimentation, 81 have already officially died. They stopped reporting so probably near 100 or
probably above. And of course their families can't do anything; they can't sue because they signed
away their rights. Isn’t that crazy? Have you heard about this yet? 81 at Fort Bragg, one of the largest
training facilities for the army!
YOUNG KIDS! They went in with a good heart, patriotic; they probably wanted to go serve the
country and protect people. They didn't know they were going to be lab rats. It's interesting: some of
my kids in that whole period wanted to go in the military, but I told them, “No! The death shot! You got
to watch out of for the death shot.” You understand? When you sign up, you sign off your rights to the
bureaucracy! And especially the way it has now become. Look at how it's gone woke and gone crazily
insane! My Gosh! Look at so many kids that got jabbed up and killed up! CRAZY times folks, crazy
times; but we're in it.

“Seek ye me”
So, what does God say? When you're in it, when you're in the Last Days, what is He telling these
people? He said “Hate evil, love good.” He said, “Come to me! Come to me; turn back to me. Seek ye me and
ye shall live.” That's what He said right there in verse 4 For thus saith the LORD unto the house of Israel,
Seek ye me, and ye shall live:
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That's the only way, folks. Why? Because it's not about just like, “Oh, I go back to God. I was an atheist
and now I'm a theist and I believe God is God.” Okay, fine; that's going to save the world! No, that's going
to start changing the culture; every single person that gets saved is going to be
One catalyst to start changing the culture,
One more person to start standing up for babies,
One more person to start standing up for marriage,
One more person to start standing up for good parental relationship with their children and having a
strong family,
One more person to be part of the protector mindset and Peace Police- Peace Militia, to be a capable
citizen;
One more person!
And one person helps connect to three more and three more get saved and that becomes a catalyst.
Those three then connect the three more, so that's three and three and three, nine and it goes
exponentially.
So it DOES matter; people getting saved, people throwing away Satanism, “Hey! This Luciferianism,
this cultural Marxism, this is empty; this is vapid, this is desecration, desolation. It leads to destruction. It's
going to lead to the destruction of my future; it's going to lead to the tragedy of my fate. It's going to lead to the
destruction of my family, and all the desires and hopes and dreams that I have in my heart for the future are
going to be destroyed. They're going to dissipate. We're going to live in poverty, we're going to live in ABJECT
slavery; we're going to live as the Poles had to live under communism. We’re going to live as the North Koreans
have had to live under communism.” They all get government stipends, government salary. Yeah! But it's
TWO DOLLARS a MONTH! What are you going to do with that? Huh?
So they are ruining the middle class right now folks. How can a person manage? Even just to fill up
the jeep it was $72.27 cents this week, and to fill up a bigger truck it is $120. I mean it's going to
probably boost motorcycle sales! (Laughing) We've got some new Rod of Iron Riders coming along the
way: Tamoki-san is going to be picking up a Road King from Andy. Okay, hallelujah! He's going to be
training with the Rod of Iron Riders. Let's give it up! (Applause) And Kaminoku he may be getting a
Harley-Davidson 1200, so he can be training with us too. We need to get some of the older guys to
start training with us.
We need to get S. Are you a sexy man? Yeah, you're a sexy man. The back story on that is that he’s a
good brother with a wonderful heart, but he didn't have masculine alpha male confidence. So I kept
hammering him in the Wednesday services, “You got to have confidence, young man; you got to know that
you are a blessing and a sexy man.” Anyway, that's the back-story on that; that's why we have a big joke
about that. A man's got to be confident in his manhood. Amen! Praise God Almighty Hallelujah! By
the way if you are confident in your manhood then your wife's actually more sexually attracted to you.
Look how that works! Oh Lord, have mercy! Come on! This should be basic kindergarten-level stuff;
it's kind of crazy that I have to even teach you all this stuff!
But folks, what did He say? He said, “Seek ye me, and ye shall live.” We got to get back to God and start
turning the cultural wave. Do we have enough time? We don't know. It's moving so fast, moving so
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quickly; the tides are turning so quickly in terms of people. Are they starting new gun control? Yes
they are. Brian Patrick of Pennsylvania voted to do more gun control the “ghost gun laws”- King Kyle
was talking about it this week - where you can't disassemble and clean and all those kinds of things.
Those are ‘ghost gun laws.’

Marxist agenda
But of course they're coming after the Second Amendment big time. So are they now starting to
encroach more and more with the actual Communist Marxist agenda; the actual plan, the procedure?
Saul Alinsky wrote about it, the professors at Columbia University wrote about it; they ALL wrote
about it openly. About class conflict Marx and Engels wrote about it. Engels wrote, “There's nothing
absolute; there's nothing sacred.” That’s a literal phrase from his work.
But look at it! This is the hypocrisy of the Marxists. They say, “There's NOTHING absolute, NOTHING
sacred!” Okay, was that statement absolute? Was that statement sacred? (Laughing) You just
UNDERMINDED your own SELF by saying, “There’s nothing absolute.” Well then that means the
statement that ‘there's nothing absolute,” it's not absolute; which means you've undermined yourself
and you don't have a philosophy. Are you with me, folks?
BUT they're IN IT for class conflict! That's why Black Lives Matter on their own webpage -before
people got privy of it - on their own website they were claiming they were TRAINED Marxists with
the BLM movement. Because every Christian when they hear, “Black Lives Matter” they agree. “I agree
with that statement. Yes, of course black lives matter,” because we have a worldview that transcends race
and tribalism that ALL in Christ become one; one brotherhood one sisterhood. Amen! So we have a
worldview that actually ACCOUNTS for the sacredness of black people! Are you with me folks?
But in evolution and atheism you DON’T have that view; you don't have it. Why? Because you're just
matter in motion, you're just atomic particles in space; all are a cosmic accident. You're USELESS!
You're meaningless; ANYTHING you do has no meaning, INCLUDING the atheist arguing his own
positions. It’s meaningless; it’s frivolous and stupid because we're ALL a cosmic accident. ONLY in
the Christian world do you have, “well, black people are sacred; their rights are to be protected.” You see?
So ‘Black Lives Matter’ is a brilliant name because every Christian agrees with it; we have a
worldview that supports that view.
BUT the leadership is trained Marxists, and not only Marxists. They don't say, “We're professing
Marxists”; they say, “We are TRAINED!” That means they're
BOUGHT and PAID for! That's what it means folks.
BOUGHT and PAID for by George Soros, the Big Pharma and all those crazy lefties.
BOUGHT and PAID for, and that's why you see those big corporations giving them HUNDREDS of
millions of dollars. In the first year they made what? 80 million dollars and they used it all on big
mansions. You see that folks? Did you see that? That’s the reality. Hello!
BOUGHT and PAID for, TRAINED Marxists!
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CREATING class confusion, CREATING class fighting, CREATING division between whites and
blacks! LITERALLY ANYBODY who DISAGREES with Marxism and class warfare and dividing up
and destroying and making the country defunct is a white supremacist and a domestic terrorist! NO!
YOU’RE THE ONE trying to divide everybody!
YOU’RE THE ONE trying to destroy society!
YOU’RE THE ONE trying to push Drag Queen Story Hour on our kids and bring little children
grooming them in GAY BARS; while the police are defending you! That's not your right to break laws!
Is it your right to break laws?
They're breaking laws folks! SHAME on the Texas police! Every single one of those cops should be
investigated; EVERY SINGLE one of them should be debadged. Those are slimy, slimy cops; those are
not good cops. They're obeying orders like the Gestapo; they're obeying orders like the good Nazis.

Evil must be punished on earth
So, it's a crazy, terrible time; crazy time! But again this is what's so incredible: the world is going to get
worse. The war in Ukraine is escalating. Four NATO countries are now involved in funding it;
America is also funding billions of dollars to the war, so it's only escalating, it's only a question of time.
Japan’s prime minister is now thinking of joining NATO. It's just craziness, craziness folks, which will
only escalate.
But again the darker the times get - and they have to get dark- the darker they get, the more people
will wake up. Why? Because people have a conscience, folks, people have a conscience; that's the great
hope. Praise God! That's the hope. God gave people a conscience. Even the worst sinner still has a
conscience, still was made in the image of God; still has something in their heart so that they can turn
away from sin.
Now if they commit a big crime, no they're going to be punished on earth; even though they come to
repentance and God forgives them, they're still going to get punished on earth. You can't have a pedo
saying, “Oh, I accept Jesus now; please let me off the hook and let me run around free.” No! No! You
committed crimes, you destroyed people's lives, so you're going to pay in this world; at this time
you're going to pay. There is going to be judgment upon you. You may get forgiveness from God in a
spiritual coming of repentance. Well, probably not because the Scripture says, “But whoever causes one
of these little ones who believe in me to stumble, it would be better for him if a heavy millstone were hung around
his neck and he werecast into the sea.” (Matt 18:6) Hallelujah! Which means: that sin may be unforgivable.
Even though you may come to repentance and even though you may find salvation, you still have to
pay for the crime you committed. That's justice; that's justice. Evil has to be punished.
In the abortion dialectic and the arguments, well what about in the case of rape -we were discussing
with the kids- if the woman has been impregnated by rape. She's been violated and that’s the worst;
absolutely the worst. And if Roe v. Wade allows states to say, “Abortion is illegal,” the woman will no
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longer be able to kill that child. Of course there is argumentation and the theists and the atheists argue
in different fashions about it.
But they don't focus on the rapist. What about the rapist? How about we increase the punishment for
the rapist? How about we make a truly just sentence, CAPITAL punishment for the rapist? SCARY
punishment for the rapist; raise the level of punishment for the rapist?
In the case of rape, it's a stronger person taking away the rights of a lesser person. In the case of rape a
stronger male takes what he wants from the weaker female. Are you with me folks? In the case of a
mom killing a baby it's a stronger person taking away the rights of a weaker person. Does that make
sense? How about we UP the PUNISHMENT for the rapist and let the child live? You don't have to
take care of it; give it to adoption but let the child live. He didn't rape you. That's terrible; that whole
situation is hard.

Chose the Kingdom
That's why women should be ARMED! The best way to stop women from getting raped is the Rod of
Iron Kingdom and trained queens. Amen! Let's give it up for the trained queens! (Applause) Thank
you Lord for trained women and deadly women! PRAISE God Almighty! THANK you Jesus!
If you’re a trained woman you're saving lives, you're protecting yourself against evil and you're
actually protecting society against evil. Because if evil male try to rape women and they keep getting
shot, then they realize, “Oh man! We can't just do this!” Then there is a higher percentage for real
conviction, so that they choose to work at McDonald's or work at some other establishment instead of
raping women. They choose a different path. Working at your local business, it's better than choosing
that path. If you're going to be in the Kingdom you're going to be in trouble; if you choose that path
you're going to get your just judgment.
Praise God folks! The crazier that it gets… I mean it's not like we're praying for the darkness to get
darker and stronger. No! But it is inevitable and it is happening.
On the flip side of that we're expectant. We are JOYFUL in the Lord “for the joy of the Lord is my
strength.” Amen! And we have a hope and a promise. God is not here to destroy us and His people,
His children. He's here to give us hope and give us a future. Amen! God is with us.
And even though the darkness gets penetratingly dark, it's critically important to keep our eyes
focused on God's justice, His righteousness and His Kingdom which is coming. All the empowerment
that we will give to the normal person who's not a psychopath
-to be a Rod of Iron king and queen,
-to be a priest and evangelist and
-to hate evil and do good;
-to protect children and protect relationships - critically important- and
-to have true dominion: to exercise the Three Blessings and have dominion over the world.
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Instead of the archangel, the governments of the land, having dominion over humans and making
them slaves; no! PEOPLE having the dominion and keeping the government as servants in their
proper position and giving ALL the glory to God. Amen! And Amen!
Let's pray!

Pastor Sean’s Prayer
Father God, we thank You for this beautiful day and this blessed day.
We can spend today indoors and in air conditioning. How spoiled and how
blessed we are today!
Dear God, we thank You because Your love is great.
“There may be weeping at night but joy cometh in the morning.”
We can feel Your presence today, we can feel Your Holy Spirit upon us, and even though our numbers
may be small, dear God, You have ALL the time, ALWAYS in Your providence changed history by
the small number who had faith; the small number, the wheat, who were separated from the shaft; the
small number who had the courage and the fortitude to say, “NO!” to the world and “Yes” to You.
And dear God, YES, we may be weak, we may be incompetent in this or that; we may be lacking here
and there. But dear God,
You fill all those inadequacies.
You fill us with Your victory.
You fill us with Your strength.
You fill us with Your courage.
You fill us with Your joy.
You fill us with Your love.
You fill us with Your compassion.
You fill us with Your loving kindness,
And we know that we're all here saved by grace; given the unbelievable gift that we did not deserve
or that we did not earn.
We thank You because Your love is great and it resides and dwells in our hearts and is setting the
brush fires in the minds and hearts of men and women, to rise up and STAND and protect that which
is precious and good at this critical time, and to resist EVIL and to hate evil and as the Bible says to
“RESIST the Devil and he will flee.”
Dear God, we pray that You will give strength to America so that it will not fall at the hands of the
Communists and the political Satanists. NO!
LET it be strong at this time!
LET it re-discover its roots!
LET it rediscover Jesus and Christ and the Kingdom!
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LET it discover once again the Founding Fathers who were ALL Rod of Iron Christians, who ALL
believed that Christians should be STRONG and not weak at the hands and the beckoning of EVIL.
Dear God,
Let us RETURN to that founding principle!
Let us RETURN to that founding SPIRIT!
Let your Holy Spirit POUR out of ALL the churches, out of ALL the nominations!
Let anyone yearning and having a conscience towards You be touched by the Kingdom of God and
the fire of the Holy Spirit, and
Let them RISE up and STAND in Your Kingdom with the Rod of Iron to dash nations into pieces and
as you said to RULE, to “poimaino” SHEPHERD, shepherd, the nations with the Rod of Iron with being
kings and priests.
Dear God, we ask that You would have Your hedge to protection upon all the nations of this world
who are fighting for freedom at this very hour. We know that the darkness that is spreading is waking
up more and more people. The Devil's plans are being unfurled; ALL his machinations behind his
encampments are coming to pieces. Why? Because You are the LIVING and TRUE GOD and You
STAND on the battlefield VICTORIOUS; standing with Your CHILDREN who don't flee in the midst
of battle but STAND with You and say, “Father, I will be with You. I will stand with You. You have never
forsaken me and I am standing with You on this final line in the battlefield at this epic time in history.”
Dear God, fill us with that heroic spirit, that patriotic spirit, that PROTECTOR spirit, that shepherd
spirit so that we can be strong at this critical hour!
Let this hour be the testament, the stamp of the future generations of history!
Let them look back and say, “See, my great-granddaddy was not a coward; he stood against evil. My greatgrandmamma was not a coward; she stood against evil. And even THOUGH the evil tried to distract them,
threaten them and bully them and tried to even destroy and KILL them they remained strong in Your justice and
Your righteousness.”
And in the end Your Kingdom wins.
Dear God, we want to give You the praise, glory and honor. We thank You for all the precious people
here today. Anoint their families, strengthen their families; strengthen their marriages. Let them keep
training for the glory of God and let them become STRONGER kings and priests, STRONGER queens
and evangelists for Your Kingdom, for Your glory and for Your goodness.
We give You the praise, glory and honor with ALL the kinship lines gathered here today.
In Your precious name we pray.
Amen! Amen! And Aju!
All right folks; let’s all rise and let's worship Him! Amen!

